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A Political Trilemma? Peter Harris 

Article Forthcoming 
Posted on 26 November 2013 

' A Political Trilemma? International Security, Environmental Protection and Human 

Rights in the British Indian Ocean Territory" 

Article by Peter Harris forthcoming in International Politics 

Abstract: 

This article analyzes political questions pertaining to the Chagos Archipelago (British 

Indian Ocean Termory). In particular, it highlights the interrelatedness of various public 

policy issues that the extant academic literature has treated as distinct: (1 ) the US 

military presence on Diego Garcia; (2) UK efforts to protect the natural environment of 

the Chagos Islands; and (3) the human rights of the exiled Chagossians, the 

indigenous people of the Chagos Archipelago. The concept of a trilemma is used to 

illustrate the unhelpful way in which the interrelatedness of these issues currently is 

portrayed by the relevant political actors. The article concludes with recommendations 

for how the trade-offs between military-security, environmental and human rights 

objectives could be made less stark in the interests of all concerned. 

Posted in Graduate Publications 

Attention Diversity - Trey Thomas 

Article Forthcoming 
Posted on 26 November 2013 

"The Importance of Attention Diversity and How to Measure It" 

New article by Trey Thomas , with Amber boydstun and Shaun Bevan, accepted for 

publication in Policy Studies Journal. 

Abstract: 

Studies of political attention often focus on attention to a single issue, such as 

front-page coverage of the economy. However, examining attention without accounting 

for the agenda as a whole can lead to faulty assumptions. One solution is to cons ider 

the diversity of attention; that is, how narrowly or widely attention is distributed across 

items (e.g., issues on an agenda or, at a lower level, frames in an issue debate). 

Attention diversity is an important variable in its own right, offering insight into how 

agendas vary in their accessibility to policy problems. Yet despite the importance of 

attention diversity, we lack a standard for how best to measure it. This paper focuses 

on the four most commonly used measures: the inverse Herfindahl Index, Shannon's 

H, and their normalized versions. We discuss the purposes of these measures and 

compare them through simulations and using three real-world datasets. We conclude 

that both Shannon's H and its normalized form are better measures, minimizing the 

danger of spurious findings that could result from the less sensitive Herfindahl 

measures. The choice between the Shannon's H measures should be made based 

on whether variance in the total number of possible items (e.g., issues) is meaningful. 

Posted in Graduate Publications 

Energy Reform in Mexico, the 2013 

Edition 
Posted on 4 November 2013 

Ken Greene on energy reform in Mexico: 

http://.blogs.utexas.edu~lilas-benson-blog/2013/10/29/energy-reforrn-in-mexico

the-2013-editionl 

Posted in Faculty Insights 

Peronism Divided: Argentina's 2013 

Midterm Elections 
Posted on 3 November 2013 

Caitlin Andrews on Argentine elections: 

http://www.americasquarterly.org/contenVperonism-divided-argentinas-2013-midterrn

elections 

Posted in Graduate Insights 

Policy Bubbles: Forthcoming 

Publication from Policy Agendas Crew 
Posted on 1 November 2013 

' Policy Bubbles," by Bryan Jones, Trey Thomas, and Michelle Wolfe, has been 

accepted for publication in Policy Studies Journal. 

Abstract: We develop the concept of a policy bubble to capture the notion of long-term 

overinvestment in a policy. In sketching the relation of policy bubbles to economic 

bubbles, we describe how these two concepts have similar origins but different 

trajectories because they are filtered by different institutions. We examine in some 

detail three likely instances of ongoing policy bubbles: crime policy, school reform 

(charter schools and private education vouchers), and the contracting and 

privatization of public services. We show how these cases differ from the housing 

bubble of 1997-2007, how they differ from each other, and the extent to which they 

can be considered policy bubbles. Lastly, we suggest this concept can help unify the 

policy process literature with the practice of policy evaluation, and outline testable 

hypotheses for future research. 

Posted in Faculty Publications, Graduate Publications 
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